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ABSTRACT
Image Segmentation refers to the process of partitioning a digital image into multiple segments. Image segmentation is typically used
to locate objects and boundaries (lines, curves, etc.) in images. Processing images for specific targets on a large scale has to handle
various kinds of contents with regular processing steps. To segment objects in one image, using the dual multiscale Graylevel
morphological open and close reconstructions (SEGON) algorithm. It can be used to build a Back Ground (BG) gray-level variation
mesh, which is to identify BG and object regions. SEGON roughly identifies the background and object regions in the image. To
further refine the boundaries of the objects mean-shift segmentation technique is applied on the SEGON processed image. Accuracy
of segmentation is evaluated by computing structural similarity index (SSIM), for the image segmented with and without using
SEGON. Images collected from Corel, Caltech, PASCAL, UCID and CMU-PIE databases are utilized for this work. Experimental
results showed that the proposed object segmentation method outperforms the state-of-the-art of other image segmentation techniques.
Both qualitative and quantitative comparison between different segmentation methods is performed and found SEGON to be fast and
reliable method. Content-Based Image Retrieval (CBIR) was carried out to evaluate the object segmentation capability in dealing with
large-scale database images. CBIR is a technique which uses visual contents to search image from large scale database. Relevance
feedback algorithm is used to reduce the semantic gap in CBIR inorder to make the retrieval process efficient.
Keywords: Content-based image retrieval (CBIR), Dual multiscale gray-level morphological reconstructions, relevance feedback
algorithm, object segmentation, morphological open(OR)/close(CR) reconstructions, structuring element; mean-shift segmentation,
structural similarity index(SSIM).

INTRODUCTION
Content based similarity retrieval for multimedia data become
important since international coding standards started to be
widely used and distributed over the Internet. Similarity
between two media objects can be evaluated by computing the
distance between their numerical feature descriptors1.
These visual descriptors plays an important role in obtaining
accurate similarity measurement by feature types, such as
color, shape, and textures ie we need to perform preprocessing on all database images before applying the
descriptors2.
The purpose of our research was to develop a robust image
object segmentation algorithm with regular processing steps to
deal with large-scale database images and to retrieve the
original images using content based image retrieval. Thus it
allows for a semantic approach to image analysis3.

Segmentation is very commonly used and a crucial step in
image analysis and also computer vision.The main purpose of
image segmentation is to simplify the representation of image
into something that is more meaningful and easy to analyze. It
is typically used t o locate lines curves boundaries etc in
image. As a result of segmentation is a set of segments that
collectively cover the entire image4-6.
One way to perform image segmentation is to utilize the
clustering algorithm in the color space domain i.e., HSV or
RGB. Segmentation can also be based on the statistics of the
color space description of the image, e.g., color histogram.
These methods are carried out in the color space domain
instead of the image pixel domain, whose results depend on
the initial cluster setting. Edge-based segmentation is simple
but it requires a further linking procedure to segment an
image. Among color region-based approaches, the regiongrowing approach provides an initial set of seeds regions are
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then grown by comparing neighboring pixels, which are
merged with the region with the closest mean color. JSEG
seeks to divide an image into spatially continuous disjoint and
homogenous regions based on the image. The high and low
values in the -image correspond to possible boundaries and
interiors of color/texture regions. It uses a region merging
approach, but the color information between entire
neighbouring regions, rather than individual pixels, is utilized.
Experiments show that JSEG provides satisfactory results on
most color images. The watershed technique splits one image
into regions based on its gray-level topology and is performed
on the gradient image. Regions are split by watersheds, which
are constructed from adjacent catchment basins. Although it
has the advantage of being able to segment regions with
closed contours, it suffers from oversegmentation and requires
region
merging
processing
afterward.
Multiscale
morphological reconstruction is used to eliminate the over
segmentation in the watershed algorithm. Graph-based
segmentation takes the global image information and local
spatial relationships into consideration to perform image
segmentation. It defines a predicate to measure the boundary
evidence between two neighbouring regions to yield a graphbased representation of one image7.
RELATED WORK
Processing images for specific targets on a large scale has to
handle various kinds of contents with regular processing steps.
To segment objects in one image, we utilized dual multiScalE
Graylevel
mOrphological
open
and
close
reconstructions(SEGON) to build a background(BG) graylevel variation mesh, which can help to identify BG and object
regions CBIR was carried out to evaluate the object
segmentation capability in dealing with large-scale database
images. Content based image retrieval is a technique which
uses visual contents to search image from large scale database.
Segmentation was done by using generalized mixture
modeling and feature selection. Spatial Information was not
investigated. A clustering model that efficiently mitigates
image and video under/over-segmentation by combining
generalized Gaussian mixture modeling and feature selection.
A new unsupervised color image segmentation algorithm,
which exploits the information obtained from detecting edges
in color images in the color space.The accuracy was not up to
the level. Texture modeling is performed by color quantization
and local entropy computation of the quantized image. The
obtained texture and colour information along with a region
growth map consisting of all fully grown regions are used to
perform a unique multi resolution merging procedure to blend
regions with similar characteristics8.
Unsupervised image segmentation is an important component
in many image understanding algorithms and practical vision
systems. However, evaluation of segmentation algorithms thus
far has been largely subjective, leaving a system designer to
judge the effectiveness of a technique based only on intuition
and results in the form of a few example segmented images.
This is largely due to image segmentation being an ill-defined
problem and there is no unique ground-truth segmentation of
an image against which the output of an algorithm may be
compared9.

A method of segmenting gray level images using multi scale
morphology. The approach resembles watershed algorithm in
the sense that the dark (respectively bright) features which are
basically canyons (respectively mountains) on the surface
topography of the gray level image are gradually filled
(respectively clipped) using multi scale morphological closing
(respectively opening) by reconstruction with isotropic
structuring element.
PREPROCESSING
Image segmentation is essential for CBIR because it extracts
necessary and significant information from images. In a
regular CBIR system, the retrieval performance is affected by
the image segmentation result. In general, features are
extracted from the entire image, which means that trivial BG
information can bias the feature and adversely affect the
retrieval performance. To deal with database image
segmentation, the CBIR system requires regular and efficient
preprocessing and segmentation algorithms. The multiscale
gray level morphological reconstructions called SEGON is
used to roughly identify the background regions. A
background gray-level variation mesh was constructed over
these regions. To apply the morphological operations the
image is first preprocessed. First the edges of the given input
image are detected by applying suitable threshold values. If
the garadient value is greater than the threshold value then it is
considered as an edge pixel. Then the contours or the outline
of the shape in a particular image is obtained and a binary
alpha mask is generated from the contour image. To it we
apply the morphological open and close operations10.
The design target is to segment the objects of database images
by removing background with an unsupervised procedure. The
segmented objects were then normalized with a minimum
bounding circle to remove noises and to improve the accuracy
of shape description.
A. Morphological Operation
Morphological operations are performed in order to reduce
spurious points or cluster area that may result in false core
point detection. The main purpose of this process is to
smooth, fill in and/or remove objects in a binary image. This
step will remove the small areas and thus create more compact
cluster. This will help to make the searching process faster.
The identification of objects within an image can be a very
difficult task. The techniques used on these binary images.
Such techniques are blob analysis, connectivity analysis, and
morphological image processing (from the Greek word
morphe, meaning shape or form). The foundation of
morphological processing is in the mathematically rigorous
field of set theory however, this level of sophistication is
seldom needed.
Four Basic morphological operations are used in processing of
binary images. Such as Erosion, dilation, opening, closing.
Opening is defined as an erosion followed by a dilation
operation. Closing is a dilation followed by an erosion
operation. These operations are widely used to extract and
manipulate the shape features present on an image.
B. Background Graylevel Variation
We utilize both the open /close and the top/bottom hat
operations to segment object regions and their gray levels. The
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normalized SE size B is represented as the ratio of the actual B
size to the image by the width. For morphological Open by
Reconstruction (Close by Reconstruction) to reconstruct the
regions near object/BG boundaries, to process I and precisely
locate the concave/convex gray-level variation regions of the
object. However, it is possible that smaller SEs also satisfy the
stability criteria. Adopting edge features I in and estimating
the edge coverage rate by  ) ( ܴܱܤܫas a second stability
criterion would help to make correct decisions on selecting
proper SE sizes. The multiscale morphological open (close)
reconstruction, MSOR (MSCR), to determine the proper value
that can help to segment convex (concave) gray-level regions
for the object in one image.

Figure 1: Utilizing global gray level variation of one image to segment
objects (a) Original image (b) Image gray levels (c) Simulated
background gray level variation (d) Segmented image

Figure 2: (a) Symmetric for smooth SE operations(b) Direct extensions at
image boundaries for smooth SE operations

For large and wide objects, the stability criterion by edge
coverage rate is mandatory. Since gray scale OR (CR)
operations with different ses are confined inside the image
boundary, they cannot pass through the image boundary cuts
and lead to false object segmentation along image boundaries.
As the SE size may be relatively large compared with that of
the image, it would enlarge the area of false object/BG
segmentation .To eliminate the boundary cut problem,the
image pixel domain has to be extended for smooth SE

operations across image boundaries.this boundary extension
operation helps in eliminating the false object segmentation.
IMAGE DESCRIPTORS
As far as image preprocessing is concerned, good retrieval
performance could only be achieved when the key subject of
the visual contents could be precisely specified before
extracting feature descriptors. For example, the shape
descriptors should be imposed on the shape of meaningful
objects in a trademark pattern image instead of blind
descriptions of the entire image. The color descriptors should
be used to represent color features of the key objects instead of
the mixed features that includes trivial BG information.
A. Color Descriptor
The MPEG-7 image color descriptors include color layout
color structure, and dominant color. Presenting images with
the appropriate color space helps to extract color features with
little data redundancy. The RGB color presentation is used in
computer monitors. However, for image processing
applications, RGB is not perceptually uniform equal distances
in different regions or along different dimensions of the RGB
space do not correspond to equal perception of color
dissimilarity. The color feature of one image is usually
described by the color histogram, which is not affected by
shift, rotation, translation and shape adjustment.
B. Shape Descriptors
Shape descriptors are extracted from image contents according
to different indexing applications. Both preprocessing steps
are designed for the discrimination of different shapes or the
identification of the same shapes.
C. Texture Descriptor
The MPEG-7 comprises homogeneous and non homogeneous
texture descriptors. For the former, the homogeneous texture
descriptor (HTD) is designed to extract homogeneous texture
from rectangle image regions.
To apply HTD on arbitrary shape regions, it needs to
interpolate (extrapolate) to yield rectangle regions before
extracting texture features to eliminate spurious frequency
components. As it may comprise more than one arbitrary
region shapes in the segmented image.
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
The performance of SEGON can be evaluated in two aspects,
i.e., the object boundary accuracy of segmented image and its
capability in dealing with the object segmentation of largescale database images.
A. Object Segmentation Accuracy
To subjectively evaluate image segmentation accuracy, a
segmented image has to be compared against a manually
labeled segmented image. This supervised evaluation
approach requires user assistance and inherently restricts the
assessment to a limited scope of segmentation comparisons
over a predetermined set of images.
B. Image Retrieval with Shape Descriptor
The SEGON control steps are simple and regular for
segmenting database images with different object contents.
Since geometric shape information and pixel color gray levels
are available, it performs CBIR with features of shape, color
or both to evaluate the retrieval performance with SEGON
enabled. It successively selected one highly deterministic
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feature among query samples to output a robust global
classifier.Accuracy is calculated using the structural similarity
index measurement(SSIM).Different
IM).Different segmentation methods
are performed and their SSIM is calculated for various images.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Table 1: Comparison
omparison of segon with other segmentation
methods
Images
Computational Complexity iin Seconds

Cow
Tree
House
Top Ten

Watershed

Level set

3.771309
3.508223
1.414036
2.422512

21.775
21.104
19.632
13.929

Mean
Shift
161.87
188.73
159.08
150.46

Segon
1.306
1.4140
0.9899
1.2819

Query image

Segmented input image

retrieved image

CONCLUSIONS & FUTURE SCOPE
In this paper, a simple and regular image object segmentation
method, i.e., SEGON, has been proposed to deal with large
largescale image databases. It performs dual multiscale
morphological reconstruction operations on the gray levels of
entire images to identify the objects from
om a macroscopic
perspective. With this global BG information, well
well-segmented
regions belonging to the BG can be grasped as a whole by a
constructed BG gray-level
level variation mesh, which enables
SEGON to exploit the segmentation efficiency of established
methods
hods to refine segmentations. For CBIR applications that

deal with large-scale
scale database images, SEGON has helped in
extracting accurate object color and shape features, such that
multiple feature types can be used to perform retrieval, e.g.,
multiple instance
nce query with multiple feature types
(MIMF).The content based image retrieval is used to retrieve
the image. The content based image retrieval has several
drawbacks like semantic gap. Using a method which can
reduce semantic gap can retrieve images more accurately.
a
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